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Portfolios as an alternative assessment
Abstract
During the past decade, there has been a shift in paradigms by educational reformers to provide a more
authentic means of student assessment in our schools. These assessments need to be multidimensional
and provide a more accurate picture of students' abilities. The portfolio is one type of alternative
assessment that has proven to do this.
This paper discusses the use of portfolios with a group of ninth grade students enrolled in an English
course. These portfolios were a systematic collection of the students' work to demonstrate how (1) they
have developed and grown academically and (2) how their attitudes and beliefs have become clearer or
changed through their academic experiences. Criteria and recommendations for implementing
educational portfolios at the high school level are provided.
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Abstract
During the past decade, there has been a shift in paradigms by educational reformers to
provide a more authentic means of student assessment in our schools. These assessments
need to be multidimensional and provide a more accurate picture of students' abilities.
The portfolio is one type of alternative assessment that has proven to do this. This paper
discusses the use of portfolios with a group of ninth grade students enrolled in an English
course. These portfolios were a systematic collection of the students' work to
demonstrate how (1) they have developed and grown academically and (2) how their
attitudes and beliefs have become clearer or changed through their academic experiences.
Criteria and recommendations for implementing educational portfolios at the high school
level are provided.
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PORTFOLIOS AS AN ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT
Chapter I

In the last few years, I have become more and more interested in how we, as
educators, could find out what our students actually know and how well they understood
the concepts being taught. Having worked with a wide range of students with varying
abilities and my experiences for a number of years in the classroom, I felt the traditional
teacher-made test really didn't allow my students to demonstrate what the students I
taught thought they were capable of doing. I believed there had to be a better way to
assess students' learning so I started to read research regarding alternative assessments. I
was interested in Howard Gardner's works regarding multiple intelligences and his
notion that schools were only assessing two of the intelligences, verbal-linguistic and
logical-mathematical.
During this same time, I had the opportunity to prepare my own professional
portfolio. I found this experience in the summer of 1999 provided several educational
benefits to me. It served as a means of self-evaluation; helping me to become self-aware
of my strengths and weaknesses, and provided standards for me to judge my learning and
myself. The more research I read on alternative assessments, the more I became aware
that during the past decade, there has been a shift in paradigms by educational reformers
to provide a more authentic means of student assessment in our schools. The research
indicated these types of assessments needed to be multidimensional and elicit a more
accurate picture of students' abilities. "Multidimensional assessment" means students are
evaluated on using a broader conceptualization of intelligence, ability, and learning.
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Instead of the traditional standardized test, students are assessed on learning strategies,
communication skills, and their knowledge as it applies to them in different situations.
The portfolio is one type of alternative assessment that has the potential to do this.
For my graduate project, I chose to research the use of portfolios with ninth
students. I researched the pros and cons of using portfolios as an alternative assessment,
implemented a project using portfolios for a unit on relationships in freshman English
classes, and developed the criteria for what should be included in an educational portfolio
for high school students in an English classroom. The research questions I hoped to
answer through my project were: (a) would using portfolios as an alternative assessment
provide a more accurate picture of students' abilities and (b) should educational
portfolios be implemented in all classes at the high school where I teach. Other points
delineated in my project were: (a) important components that must exist for successful
implementation of portfolios, (b) the benefits of using portfolios as alternative
assessment to teachers and parents, (c) the paradigm shift that would have to take place
on the part of teachers in their thinking and learning in order to implement portfolios, and
(d) caveats in using portfolios as an alternative assessment.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
Why use portfolios as an alternative assessment? The use of portfolios permits
instruction and assessment to be woven together in a way that more traditional
approaches do not allow (Paulson and Paulson, 1994). Paulson and Paulson point out that
portfolios allow students to take charge of their own learning. In order for this to happen,
they cite several components that must exist: (a) the end product must show that a
student has been involved in self-reflection, (b) the student must be involved in the
selection of what material to include, (c) the portfolio must be different from the
student's cumulative folder, (d) it must include rationale and standards for the contents,
(e) the portfolio may have multiple purposes, (f) the purpose of a portfolio may change
from the beginning of the year to the end, (g) the portfolio must show growth on the part
of the student, and (h) the student needs to be provided with models of portfolios and
examples of how others have developed their portfolios. In the last decade, there has
been a call for increased use of meaningful assessments in which the student is actively
engaged (Herman and Morrell, 1999).

Alternative Assessment
It is important to have an understanding of what the term alternative assessment
means. According to Hancock (1994), alternative assessment is defined as:
An ongoing strategy through which student learning is not only monitored-a
trait shared with testing-but by which students are involved in making decisions
about the degree to which their performances matches their ability. (p. 3)
3
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Assessment needs to be an interactive process whereby both the teacher and the
student are actively engaged in the process and have ownership. This ascertation by
Hancock is supported by Gardner (1993) as cited in Kulieke et al. (1990). Gardner argues
there is a resurgence of interest in the idea of multiplicity of intelligences, and that
traditional schools emphasize only two of the intelligences, verbal-linguistic and logicalmathematical. In his theory, Gardner also stresses there are other kinds of talents that
individuals possess besides these two. They are as follows: visual-spatial, bodilykinesthetic, musical-rhythmical, interpersonal, and intrapersonal. These other abilities are
often omitted from the assessment process. Since two of these intelligences are most
often being tested in schools, it sends a message to the students that these are the
important ones. Gardner suggests that schools should demonstrate the value of all the
intelligences and assess the various abilities and skills. This "multidimensional
assessment" means students are evaluated on a broader concept of intelligence, ability,
and learning. Instead of the traditional standardized test, students will be assessed on
learning strategies, communication skills, and their knowledge as it applies to them in
different situations. Portfolios incorporate assessing students on these.

Portfolios
Portfolios are defined by the Ministry of Education in British Columbia in
Anderson and Bachor (1998) as:
A collection of students' work, gathered by the teacher or student over a period of
time, providing a rich array of information and evidence of learning ... A portfolio
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must contain evidence of reflection and self-evaluation as this represents the
student's efforts to learn about learning. Reflection and self-evaluation offer a
concrete way for students to learn to value their own work, and by extension, to
value themselves as learners. ( p. 2)
Grant Wiggins, senior associate with the National Center on Education and
Economy, as cited in Kulieke et al., (1990) offers this definition:
A portfolio consists of student exhibitions that demonstrate mastery of the skills
of inquiry and expression. Credit is given on the basis of what students can
actually do in "showing off' their knowledge and know-how. The exhibitions
require reading, writing, questioning, speaking, and listening. Exhibitions are the
culmination of a series of performances in an area, usually a graduation-level
exercise or final class project. (p. 6)
Another definition of portfolio assessment is from Hancock (1994) in which he
describes it as "an ongoing process involving the student and teacher in selecting samples
of student work for inclusion in a collection, the main purpose of which is to show the
student's progress" (p. 3).
For purposes of this project, I used portions of the previous definitions and the
following definition developed by the Northwest Evaluation Association:
A portfolio is a purposeful collection of student work that exhibits the student's
effort, progress, and achievements in one or more areas. The collection must
include student participation in selecting contents, the criteria for selection, the
criteria for judging merit, and evidence of student self-reflection. (Paulson,
Paulson, and Meyer, 1991, p. 60)
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Benefits of Using Portfolios as an Alternative Assessment
According to Mitchell, Abernathy, and Gowans (1998), the use of portfolios can
be designed to meet the needs and objectives of individual students and curriculum. Each
time portfolios are used in a classroom the goals, procedures, and evaluations can be
different. Portfolios offer many benefits for both the students and the teachers.
Benefits for the Teachers
Rationale for the use of portfolios by teachers according to Mitchell (1992) are
their benefits as a teaching tool, their role in the professional development for teachers,
their role as an assessment tool (see Appendix A).
A teaching tool. Portfolios provide an opportunity for students to have ownership,
motivate students, give them a sense of accomplishment, and allow active engagement in
their own learning. One attribute of portfolios is that it requires the student to engage in
self-evaluation. Portfolios provide opportunities for the students and teachers to sit down
together to identify goals and reflect about students' accomplishments. According to
Mitchell et al., portfolios are helpful at parent conferences in providing an accurate
picture of a student's learning.
The professional development of teachers. Portfolios allow teachers to study
curriculum and select and evaluate effective teaching practices. According to Stecher
(1998), portfolio assessment has been associated with improvements in teachers'attitudes
and beliefs and with desirable changes in curriculum and instruction. Educators have
found them beneficial in helping them to identify school strengths and areas that need
improvement. According to Thomas et al. (1995) as cited in Stecher (1998), teachers who
participated in the use of portfolios in language arts and mathematics in California
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indicated that the experience had a 'powerful impact on their understanding of what
students can and should be learning and how they ... might support that learning' (p. 57).
Alternative assessments to standardized testing. More and more, portfolios are
being used to serve as a college application and high school placement vehicle. In some
areas, they are replacing competency exams and serve as a grade or end of year
culminating activity. According to Mitchell (1992), some schools are starting to use them
to provide program evaluation data and as supplements or substitutes for state assessment
tests.
Stecher (1998) sums up the benefits of using portfolio assessment to teachers by
pointing out the connections teachers can make between curriculum standards and
organizing subject matter across disciplines to create more meaningful learning
experiences for students. Teachers are better able to understand the learning process and
become more effective instructional planners. Often there is more informal dialogue
going on between colleagues which creates a more professional community in the school.
He further goes on to support the research that points out the value of portfolios in
improving communication between teachers, students, and parents. This is a win-win
proposition for everyone involved. This shift in paradigm among educators improves
instructional practices, which ultimately benefits the students. More and more educators
are using portfolios to examine growth over time and student progress in the learning
process. Educational reformers believe the use of portfolios instead of standardized
testing will help teachers communicate a more meaningful picture to parents on how their
child is performing (Anderson & Bachor, 1998).
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Benefits for the Students
As noted earlier (Paulson et al., 1991), the use of portfolios permits instruction
and assessment to be woven together in a way that more traditional approaches do not.
Additional rationale for using portfolios with students is that it helps the student to
construct meaning about his/her learning. The student learns the process, has a record of
the processes associated with learning itself, and is able to assess his/her own learning.
The use of portfolios creates a learning environment where both the assessment and
instruction coexist in a compatible manner allowing the student to be actively engaged in
the assessment process. Education moves from other people making sense of a student's
performance to the student becoming actively involved in his/her own learning. It allows
the learner the ability to demonstrate his/her skills over a period of time, chart progress
over time, and demonstrate the knowledge he/she felt was crucial to their learning
experience (Herman and Morrell, 1999).
"If you always do what you've always done, you'll always get what you've

always got." This quotation appeared at the top of a memo from my principal this year.
It seems to make a lot of sense to me in regards to the educational arena. A similar
statement was made by Resnick and Resnick (1992) as cited in Stecher (1998) when
discussing the use of portfolios to measure student performance. It is their belief that
' You get what you assess ... [and] you do not get what you do not assess ' (p.59). If
educators continually assess student's learning the way they always have, they will not
have as true of a reflection of the students' perceptions of their capabilities. According to
Herman and Morrell (1999), the traditional objective test is too narrow in scope and only
provides a small glimpse of a student's capabilities. It limits the student' s ability to
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demonstrate the learning processes that have taken place on their journey. They state that
education and our students can no longer be passive; education and our students need to
be actively engaged. Because portfolio assessment allows the student to demonstrate
his/her abilities over a period of time, it highlights the student's strengths and
accomplishments. Wiebersick (1999) summed up the need for portfolios as alternative
assessment when she made the following statement, "Alternative assessment taps the
power and diversity of active learning, creates multiple sources of information to support
instructional decision making, and helps students become more reflective and capable
learners" (p. 1).

Caveats Regarding Use of Portfolios
Even though there are many educational advantages for using portfolios, there are
also some disadvantages that educators need to be aware of before starting to use them.
According to Kortez (1998), some of these disadvantages are (a) difficulty in
training readers to score portfolios consistently, (b) finding evidence that the results
support the inferences that users wish to draw from them since tasks vary, (c) students
receiving varying amounts of assistance, (d) variance in how much assistance teachers
provided or number of revisions they allowed, (e) restrictions teachers placed on help
from peers and other adults, and (f) assistance from peers. In this last one, scores may be
lower because of the abilities of the peers. It is important that the educators implementing
portfolios address the issues at the onset. Kortez indicated the biggest hurdle is in
obtaining consistency in scoring of students' work between teachers. These differences
can be addressed with proper training and continual inservicing. He also cautions that
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schools implementing portfolio assessment must have a means of assessing the portfolio
process.
Other concerns, as cited by Black (1992), are time and grades. It takes much time
to manage portfolios but it can be done efficiently if: (a) the teacher also changes her/his
teaching styles and (b) the students are involved with more self and peer evaluations and
cooperative learning. The grade issue has been addressed in some districts by changing
their traditional letter grade report cards to report cards that have narratives and
checklists. The last concern Black raised were problems with college admission offices
where they still required class rank and grades. There is still a lot of opposition to using
portfolios as an alternative assessment in admjtting students to post-secondary schools.

Chapter 3
Methodology

In the summer of 1999, when I had the experience of preparing my own
educational portfolio, I found the process provided several educational benefits. It served
as a means of self-evaluation, helped me to become self-aware of my strengths and
weaknesses, and provided standards for me to judge my learning and myself. I chose this
project for my master's degree research requirement to see if portfolios would do the
same for my students and to determine if educational portfolios should be something that
should be implemented at the high school where I teach.
Next, I did extensive reading on using portfolios as an alternative assessment. I
identified primary sources through a computer search and reviewed the literature, looking
at studies that included recent research on portfolios as well as studies from the early
1990's. When I did my reading, I was looking for the rationale for using portfolios,
caveats, and proper methods for implementation. By looking at a variety or studies, I was
able to identify contradictory findings.
For my project, I selected a unit I would be teaching on relationships with ninth
grade English students and developed it with portfolios as a culminating assessment tool
rather than a traditional teacher-made test. While developing the unit, I kept in mind the
literature I had read and carefully made sure I included all of the components necessary
for proper implementation of portfolios. At the culmination of the unit, I collected data to
determine the feasibility of continuing to use portfolios at the high school level.
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Chapter 4
The Project
Current research indicated there were many advantages of using portfolios as an
alternative assessment, so instead of a teacher-made test, I decided to use portfolios as a
culminating activity on a unit called Relationships: Portraits From Life. The unit was
divided into three sub-units as follows: (a) Bittersweet Memories, (b) Points of Conflicts,
and (c) Commanding Respect.

Participants
For this project, I, as a teacher, worked with a group of seventy-five ninth graders
in English classes at a Catholic high school in Davenport, Iowa. The students were
mostly from middle to upper middle class homes. Students' abilities ranged from being
identified for talented and gifted programs to meeting special education criteria.

Conceptual Framework
I first reviewed the standards set forth in the revised language arts education
curriculum for the Diocese of Davenport (1999). Eight standards of what students should
be able to do to demonstrate significant learning in language arts education as a result of
schooling were delineated. They also specified what students who achieve the standards
should be able to do. For this project, I identified how the use of portfolios would meet
five out of the eight standards, the outcomes, and provided examples of sample
assessment tasks.

12
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Standard #1
The student demonstrates competence in the general skills and strategies of the
writing process. Some outcomes for this standard would be the student would be able to
(a) evaluate own and other's writing, (b) use brainstorming and clustering to gather ideas
to choose a topic, (c) develop anecdotes to introduce and conclude a topic, and (d) use a
rubric to evaluate elements in one's own and other's writing. Some sample assessment
tasks would be to (a) write a poem, (b) use concrete details to describe a subject, and (c)
use personal experiences as a basis for reflection on life in a journal.
Standard #2
The student demonstrates competence in the stylistic and rhetorical aspects of
writing. Outcomes for this standard would be the student would be able to (a) use
descriptive language that clarifies and enhances ideas, (b) organize ideas to achieve
cohesion in writing, and (c) use a variety of techniques to convey a personal style and
voice. Some sample assessment tasks would be to use descriptive language that clarifies
or enhances ideas and use a variety of techniques to convey a personal style and voice.
Standard #3
The student uses grammatical and mechanical convention in written
compositions. Outcomes would be the student would be able to (a) use complex and
compound-complex sentences in written compositions, (b) use a variety of parts of
speech in written composition, and (c) use a dictionary to develop vocabulary skills. A
sample assessment task would be the student's demonstration of learning appropriate
mechanics by consistently participating in peer reviews and learning about specific errors
in the context of his/her individual writing.
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Standard #6
The student demonstrates competence in the general skills and strategies for
reading a variety of literary texts. An outcome would be for students to be able to make
connections among literary works based on a theme. A sample assessment task would be
for the student to create a collage of pictures, which sums up the theme of a written work.
Standard #7
The student demonstrates competence in the general skills and strategies for
reading a variety of informational texts. Outcomes for this standard would be the student
would be able to scan a passage to determine whether it contained relevant information,
and they would use discussions with peers as a way of understanding information. A
sample assessment task would be to create a diary entry or write about a person they
admire recalling impressions and expressing their feelings.

Educational Objectives
After determining the educational standards could be met, I defined the specific
educational objectives for this unit. I classified them into the following three categories:
(a) knowledge, (b) skills, and (c) affect.
Knowledge
At the culmination of this unit, students will demonstrate their knowledge in four
ways. They will be able to (a) identify the different types of relationships they have in
their lives, (b identify certain character traits that are necessary for healthy relationships
with others, (c) identify points of conflict individuals face and ways to overcome them,
and (d) distinguish the difference between demanding respect and commanding respect.
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The student will (a) write a reflection on each of the three sub units demonstrating
his/her understanding of the sub unit and how it applies to his/her life, (b) use a computer
and a scanner to create a time line highlighting five significant relationships in his/her
life, and (c) demonstrate his/her understanding of each sub unit by providing self-selected
samples from a variety of mediums.
Affect
The student will (a) have more tolerance for others and work harder to have
positive relationships, (b) will demonstrate their understanding of the influence people
and relationships have had on them as they have grown through the years, and (c)
articulate ways to be an active advocate in promoting healthy relationships.

Goals
Goals for using portfolios as a culminating piece for this unit were: (a) the use of
portfolios would permit instruction and assessment to interweave, (b) students would
become actively engaged and take more responsibility for their own learning, (c) the
portfolio would serve as a culminating activity over a unit on relationships rather than the
traditional standardized test used in the past, and (d) the teacher would have an effective
tool that would be helpful in evaluating effective teaching practices.

Teaching Methods and Sample
Several weeks before I was going to teach the unit on relationships, I introduced
portfolios to the students by giving them background information about the mulitiple
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intelligences and explaining the rationale for using portfolios as alternative assessment
(see Appendices B). I relied on the research of Paulson et al. (1991) as to the important
components of portfolios (see Appendix C). At this point, the students brainstormed what
they thought a portfolio was and what types of things might be included in a portfolio.
Paulson et al. noted the importance of providing sample portfolios so I used my own
educational portfolio as an example. The students reviewed it to see if it fit their
definition of what a portfolio should be. Things they wanted added were CDs they could
make and PowerPoint (Microsoft) presentations.
Introductory Activity
To introduce the unit on relationships and the portfolio assignment, I prepared a
PowerPoint presentation using the information I had gathered previously from the
students. Relying on the research of Paulson and Paulson (1994) on including rationale
and standards for the contents, the basic requirements of the portfolios were clearly
defined. Each portfolio would include: (a) title page, (b) dedication page, (c) table of
contents, (d) a written reflection on each of the three sub units, (e) three examples
illustrating their understanding of each sub unit with a brief explanation as to why they
chose each, (f) a time line highlighting at least five milestones in their lives involving
relationships, and (g) a concluding comment sheet (see Appendix D).
Evaluation Criteria
Since Paulson et al.(1991) pointed out student self-evaluation and self-reflection
as two important components in using portfolios, I provided two assessment tools for the
students (see Appendices E). The purpose of these assessment tools was to serve as
guidelines as to what was expected in their final portfolio. One was for the quality of the
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content of the portfolio and the other was to evaluate the process of preparing the
portfolio. The students were required to complete the assessment tools themselves and
tum them in with their completed portfolio. These assessment tools would be used during
oral conferencing at the end of this unit so that the student and teacher could focus on the
student's strengths and areas that needed improvement.
Cycle Sheet and Reflection Questions
I next went over a time line for this unit, and the students received cycle sheets
which explained how we would be studying the three sub units (see Appendices F). I
stressed to the students we would have a celebration activity where they would be sharing
their finished portfolios with their peers. Because of the nature of the topic of this unit, I
let them know they would be able to take anything they were uncomfortable about
sharing with their peers out of their portfolio prior to sharing it. Students would be
responsible for turning in progress reports twice during the unit, and these were to be
included in their portfolio attached to their assessment tools. On these progress reports,
students were asked to include their choice of creative options and the result of work to
date. I also provided a sheet of reflection questions to use as starting points if they were
having trouble on their written reflection for each sub unit (see Appendix G).
Activities
Throughout the month, we read and discussed stories and poems and listened to
music and tapes centering on the three sub units. Students were taught how to create time
lines using the computers and scanners, taught about point of view, and how to write a
pattern poem called "Poetic Conversations" (see Appendix H). Because of the
recommendation from Black (1993) that students be involved in more peer and self-
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evaluation when using portfolios, several days were spent as writer workshop days where
students brought their portfolios to work on and peer edit.
Results
The writer workshop days provided a lot of motivation for the students. Once they
saw what their peers were doing, they seemed to get excited and most of them started to
push themselves to excel. There was a transformation in the classroom during this month.
The students were actively engaged in their learning and were coming in before and after
school and during study halls to work on them. I observed more collaboration between
the students and saw learning become more student-centered and my role as a teacher
moving more toward that of a facilitator. Students that normally had difficulty writing a
few sentences on a topic were writing pages and pouring their hearts out about the
relationships in their lives. They were bringing in things to share with the others about the
three sub units. In all my years of teaching, I had never seen students this excited about
learning. Faith Bicknese, a third year teacher colleague, summed it up best when she said,
"When I was taking my education classes and decided I wanted to be a teacher, this is
what I thought it was suppose to be like in the classroom."
Culminating Activity
For a culminating activity, the students brought their portfolios in to share in a
coffeehouse setting. Out of the seventy-five students in my classes, there were only
three students that did not complete their portfolios on time. Within a week, these three
were turned in.
The students and I felt the portfolios were incredible. It was obvious the students
had worked hard during the month long unit, and their portfolios were a reflection of the
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time and effort they had spent (see Appendices I and J). They shared their portfolios with
each other and wrote comments. I found it interesting to note when reviewing comment
sheets on how positive the students were with each other and the amount of respect they
gave to their peers and their work. They later told me when they evaluated the unit that
they knew how much of self went into these on the part of their peers, and they respected
each other for working so hard.
Evaluation
For my part of the evaluation, I went through and evaluated each portfolio using
the completed assessment tools the students filled out. After reading and evaluating the
portfolios, I met with each student for a mini conference. In this conference, we discussed
areas of strengths and areas they might want to work to improve in future assignments.
For time management, I scheduled these before and after school and during my planning
time when students had a study hall. I also had the students evaluate the unit and their
feelings about using portfolios (see Appendix K).

Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
After implementing portfolios with high school freshman English students, I
would certainly recommend implementing them across the curriculum at the high school
where I teach. Benefits for the students, parents, and the teacher were consistent with the
benefits cited in the research on portfolios as an alternative assessment.
Benefits for the Students

In the survey administered to the students at the culmination of the unit, some of
the educational advantages they cited were: (a) students were required to take more
ownership for their own learning, (b) students pushed themselves harder because this was
an open-ended assessment, (c) peer evaluations were helpful in improving their
proofreading skills, (d) the use of assessment tools made them be honest about their
performance, (e) conferencing one on one with the teacher gave them a better
understanding of their strengths and areas they needed to work on, (f) students were
better able to make connections and see the relevance between what they were learning
and real life, (g) students learned the importance of time management, and (h) the
celebration day at the end gave them a goal to work towards. Some of the caveats
mentioned were (a) they weren't very good time managers and (b) this type of assessment
required a lot more effort on their part than a teacher-made test.
I would recommend having students bring in samples of their work to show with
their progress reports in the future. Some of the students did procrastinate and suggested
that being required to show what they had accomplished rather than just writing it down
would have helped them to manage their time better.
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Benefits for the Parents
I had the opportunity to have parent conferences right after we completed this unit
and used the portfolios in the conferences. Parents responded favorably to seeing
concrete evidence of the type of work their student was doing. Some of the positives of
portfolio assessment from a parent's perspective were: (a) their student was required to
take more ownership of his/her learning, (b) their student was required to do a lot more
thinking, (c) their student acquired technology skills, (d) their student was involved in
self-assessment and peer evaluation, (e) they liked the fact there was time for the student
to conference one on one with the teacher, and (f) there was concrete evidence of their
child's work. A recommendation I would make when using portfolios as a final
assessment would be to write a letter to the parents at the beginning of the unit to explain
portfolios and the student expectations that accompany this type of assessment process.
For the three students that did not tum in their portfolios on time, this type of
communication at the start might have alleviated their procrastination.
Benefits for the Teacher
My experience with using portfolios as an alternative assessment supported the
research. As a teaching tool, portfolios provided opportunities for students to have
ownership and become actively engaged in their own learning. It was a very valuable tool
at conferences to give parents an accurate picture of their student's learning. By
implementing portfolios, I forced myself to study the curriculum closer and to select and
evaluate my teaching practices. There were so many neat things going on in the
classroom, I found I had a renewed attitude. The portfolios gave me a clearer picture of
our school's strengths and some areas that needed improvement. Much like the teachers
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in the California study cited earlier (Mitchell, 1992), I found I had a clearer
understanding of (a) what students can and should be learning, (b) the multiple ways this
can be accomplished, and (c) how I can better support my students.
"I'm not afraid of storms, for I'm learning to sail my ship." This quote by Louisa
May Alcott sums up why it is important for students to become self-directed learners.
The students in classrooms today are growing up in a completely different world than
they did just five years ago. Educators are no longer preparing a generation of students to
go out and learn the skills for a specific career for life. If our mission as educators is to
prepare our students for all of the changes they will encounter, we must help them learn
to "sail their own ships." With the use of portfolios, students will have a tool through
which they can demonstrate the learning they felt was relevant as they embarked on their
voyage.
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Appendix A
Why Use Portfolios?
1. As a teaching tool

•

To provide students ownership, motivation, a sense of accomplishment, and
participation

•

To involve students in a process of self-evaluation

•

To help students and teachers set goals

•

To build in time for reflection about students' accomplishments

•

To aid in parent conferences

2. Professional development of teachers
•

To study curriculum and effective teaching practices

•

To allow for better staff communication

•

To reduce the paper load

•

To identify school strengths and needs for improvement

•

To build a sequence in writing instruction

3. Assessment

4.

•

To serve as an alternative to standardized testing

•

To serve as a college application and high school placement vehicle

•

To replace competency exams

•

To serve as a grade or end-of-year culminating activity

•

To provide program evaluation

•

To supplement or substitute for state assessment tests

Research
•

To examine growth over time and progress in students' writing

•

To look at the revision process

Excerpted from Testing for Learning (1992), by Ruth Mitchell and adapted from Portfolio News, published
by Portfolio Assessment Clearinghouse, c/o San Dieguito Union High School District, Encinitas, California
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AppendixB
Portfolios are defined by the Ministry of Education in British Columbia as:
A collection of students' work, gathered by the teacher or student over a period of
time, providing a rich array of information and evidence of learning ... A portfolio
must contain evidence of reflection and self-evaluation as this represents the
student's efforts to learn about learning. Reflection and self-evaluation offer a
concrete way for students to learn to value their own work, and by extension, to
value themselves as learners (Anderson & Bachor, 1998, p. 2).
Grant Wiggins, senior associate with the National Center on Education and Economy, as
cited in Kulieke et al., (1990) offers this definition:
A portfolio consists of student exhibitions that demonstrate mastery of the skills
of inquiry and expression. Credit is give on the basis of what students can actually
do in "showing off' their knowledge and know-how. The exhibitions require
reading, writing, questioning, speaking, and listening. Exhibitions are the
culmination of a series of performances in an area, usually a graduation-level
exercise or final class project.
Northwest Evaluation Association:
A portfolio is a purposeful collection of student work that exhibits the student's
effort, progress, and achievements in one or more areas. The collection must
include student participation in selecting contents, the criteria for selection, the
criteria for judging merit, and evidence of student self-reflection (Paulson,
Paulson, & Meyer, 1991, p. 60).
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THE ORIGINAL SEVEN INT~LLIGENCES
To arrive al this enhanced view of i;1tdligenc:e, Gardner sludied the c:~1gnilive
profiles of gifted children, people from diverse cultures, idiots savams. and braindamaged individuals. He rcallzed thal intelligence was expn:sscd ill multiple formsin addition lo linguistic and logical-mathematical abilities, he idemified kincslhclic,
visual-spatial, musical, imcrpersonaf, and imrapcrsonal intelligences. The seven i<lenlific<l imdligcnccs arc ;is f~llows:

,[ !
p

Linguistic intelligence is Lhe ability to think in words :md to use language lo
express and appreciate complex mc:mings. Lingulslic inlclligcnce allows us lO
undcrsland the order and me:mi'ng of words, and to apply melalinguistic skills to
reOect on out use of language. Linguistic intelligence is the most widely shared
hum;m competence and is evident in poets, novelists, journalists, and dfcclive
public spc:akers.

Logical-mathematical intelligence is the ability lo c:ilculate, quantify, consider
propositions and hypothe'.Scs, and carry out complex mathemalicil opcrnlions .
r ll enables us to perceive relationships and connections, to use abstract, symbolic
thought, sequential reasoning skills, and inductive and deductive thinking
processes. Logical intelligence is usually well-developed in mathcmaticinns,
scientists, and detectives.

@••

Bodily-kinesthetic intclligence is the capacity to manipuh1lc objects and use a
variety of physical skills. This intelligence also involves a sense of timing, and the
pcrfcclion of skills through mind-body union. Athletes, dancers. surgeons, and
craftspeople exhibit highly developed kincsth·elic intelligence.

V

Spatial intclligcncc is the abilily lo think in three dimensions. Core capacilics of
lhis imdligcnce include mental imagery, spalial reasoning, image manipulation,
graphic and anislic skills, and an active Imagination. Sailors, pilots, sculplors,
paimcrs, and archilects all exhibil spatial intelligence.

r-,

Musical intelligence is the capacity to discern pilch, rhythm, timbre, and tone.

"""

music and lhe emotions,.and mathemalical and musical intelligences may share
common thinking processes.

-~i\J~ ·n1is
inlelligence enables one to recognize, create, reproduce, and renecl on
music, as demonsrnlled by composers, conductors, musicians, vocalislS, and
I ~ sensitive listeners. interestingly, there often an affective connection between
is

-:::-:-..

-...

\w._~>'

Interpersonal intelligence is the ability to unders_tand and interact cffcctively
with olhcrs It involves dfcclivc verbal and non-verbal conummicalion, the abilily to note distinctions among others, a sensilivily lo the moods and tempi:rnmcnlS of others, and the ability lo cnlcrtain multiple perspectives. Te:tchers,
social workers, acLors, :md polilicians all exhibil interpersonal intelligence.
lntrapc:rsonal i11tdligc11ce is lhe capacity lo understand oneself"- one's thought:;
and feelings and lo use such knoytkdgc in planning and clirccling ones life.
lntrapmon.11 intelligence involves not only an apt)reciation of the self, but also of
the human condition and is evident in psychologists, spiritual leaders, and
philosophers.

© Campbell, B.The

MulliDlelntemgences Handbook. 1994.
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Appendix C
Important Components of Portfolios
A. The end product must show that a student has been involved in selfreflection
B. The student must be involved in the selection of what material to
include
C. The portfolio must be different from the student's cumulative folder

D. It must contain rationale and standards for content
E. The portfolio may have multiple purposes

F. The purpose of a portfolio may change from the beginning of the year
to the end
G. The portfolio must show growth on the part of the student
H. The student needs to be provided with models of portfolios and
examples of how others have developed their portfolios

(Paulson et al., 1991)
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Relattonsbip Portfolio - E11glisb 9

Students wtll create a portfolto around tbe tbeme "Relattonsbtps. Due Date: February 23
tt

I. Your portfolto needs to be (ltvtded Into tbree sub untts:
A. Btttersweet nemortes
B. Points of Confllct
C. Commandinq Respect
II. Eacb sub untt must contain a wrttten reflection on tbe theme and tbree (ltfferent examples
mustrattnq tbat tbeme.
Examples may be:
L Poetry
2. Art work
B. Sbort Stories
4. nusic Lyrics
5. Pbotoqrapby
6. Journaltnq
7. mscellaneous
III.

Your portfolto must also Include a ttme llne mustrattnq tbe various mllestones (5 to 10) you
bave already experienced In your llfe. Tbese must be mustrated and captioned.

Eacb portfolio must be set up ill a tllree ring binder or folder ill tbe following format:
Title Page
Dedication Page
Table of co11te11ts
co11te11ts
Bittersweet Memories - reflection - tllree examples
Points of conflict - reflection - tbree examples
Colillil.a11<li11g Respect - reflection - tllree examples
Time Lille
About tbe lutbor Page
Colillil.ent Page

Include your rubrlc and progress reports Instde tbe front cover of your portfollo.

Awritten progress report needs to be turned in on Friday, February 11th and Tnursday,
February, l't. Tiiey need to be neat and legible and Include your name, clloice of creattve
options, and result of work to date. Tnese wm be returned to you and must be attacned to
your assessment sneets wllen you turn in your final portfolio.
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Englisll 9

}!rs. Draude
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. Your portfolio will be divided into
three sub units.
• Bittersweet Meroortes
• Potnts of Collfllct
• Cororoa11d111g Respect
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. ~-,

Bittersweet Memories
EiEtersweet
Memories
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__,.,..,

Coruruanding Respect
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Eacll subunit must include:
• Written reflection on tbe
tbelile
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Tbree examples tllustrattnq eacb of
tbe sub tberoes.
I
• Poetry

• Artwork
• Sbort Story

~'

....

• MlIStc
• Lyrtcs

• Pbotoqrapby

• Journal R.eflectton

I

I
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Appendix D (continued)

Eaell portfolio roust be set up in a

tllree ring binder or folder .
•i

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Title Page
Dedlcatton Page
Table of Contents
Contents
Tillle Ltne
!bout tbe llltbor Page
CoIIllllent Page
Issess:ment Tool$ and
Progress Reports.
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Title Page
•T1tle of Portfollo

•T1tles of Tbree Sub
Untts

•your Name
•reacb.erf Names
•Sectton
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The ded1cat1011 page
sllollld dedlcate your
portfollo to someo11e
wllo Iias made a
dtffere11ce
111 your llfe.

I would like to dedicate this to all the writcrs that can express so much emotion. Aller doing this project, I realize how difficult it is to
write. Authors can write so much and at the
same time never loose your interest. They have

t

l

such a skill that should be highly respected. You
don't know how hard something is until you've
tried it.

\~

'

I
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Table of Contents
The Table of Co11tents should
have the followmg sectto11s:
·Tltle Page
•Dedicatto11 Page
•Table of Co11te11ts
•Bittersweet }leinortes
Reflectton & Examples
•Pomts of Collfl1ct
Reflectton &Examples
•Collllll.anding Respect
Reflection & Examples
·Time L11le

•!bout the !rrthor Page
•Collllll.ent Page

, ritle Page
Dedication Page
Table of Contents
Bittersweet Memories
Reflection
Madonna: American Pie
Kyle is Careless With Money
Obstacles in My Life
Points of Conflict
Reflection
FoxTrot Pizza Troubles
Dealing With Rejection
Conflict With a Cupcake
Commanding Respect
Reflection
Kenny G: Auld Lang Syne
Am l Fearful of Jesus?
l Do Not Understand (student/teacher)
Time Linc
bou
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Time Line
., • rits ttrue l111e siould 111ctude ftve to ten
rullesto11es of your llfe.
• Illrrstrated wltil pllotos
• Capttoned
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About Tue Autbor Page
(:
,\
About the Author

~

Apost" School. Shannon at age. fiftun le4d, 4 w.ry hectic life.. Sh& ls

ift!IONed in band, ~

. bodr&tboll , and track. Shamoft is aim

Shonnon's famity consists of o mother, W a father, two brofhaos

(Mkhacl-agc eighteen and Owon-oge - ). one , ;,t,r ,..,_.._ ,,;nc), and
• dog (Bde-age _ )_When Shannon~ Ill' she hopes to ti.""
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----........--, comment Paqe

•
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Progress Report
ShannonC-1
English 9-6
2/'10/00

Ptog,,,,JO,port
I h,,. mad• good P"'9""' on my l>.,#'°"51,ip Pottfol1o. 5o lo, I
!,a.... aeated • title P"J<. • d<dl<>tion J»9<. an4 • oomm<nt page on my

oomputo- I have mild<• 1009h copy of my tfmcilnc. I h,w, ...,;,aj my
podkoo~km to use in my Potntso(Conflictscctlon . I ~four,4
• poem C,nd written< sho,t poragt0ph about It to u,e in my Sit!er,weet
Memories l«tlon. I !,a.... started to write a ..11ection about Commanding

R<,poct ,nd I h,,... ,tartod to write my About the Autho, poge.
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Name:
section:
Relationslltps Portfolio Assessment Tool
Iltle Page

5

Dedlcation Page

5

Table of Contents

5

Bittersweet .Memories
Reflection
BExamples (5 points eacll)

5
15

Points of Conflict
Reflection
BExamples (5 points eacll)

5
15

Collllllanding Respect
Reflection
BExamples (5 points eacll)

5
15

Time une

10

About tlle Autllor Page

10

CoJilJilentPage

5

Total Points Possible

100

comments:
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Name:

Section:

Relatlonsfilps Portfollo Assessment Tool
General Appearance of Portfollo
Neatness
Mecfiantcs and usage
Organization

10
10
lO

Progress Reports Included
(10 Points Eacfi)

20

Creattvlty
Originality
Imagination
variety of CreatlYe Examples

lO
10
lO

Met Deadltnes
Completed Botfi Rubrics

10
lO

Total Points Possible

100

Comments:
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Engllsh 9
"Mrs. Draude/M:tss Bicknese

Relattonshtps: Portratts From Ltfe

uln a package of mtnutes there ts thts we. Row beauttful."
-Gwendolyn Brooks
Wednesday, January 19, 2000 - Day l - Department Day
Thursday, January 20, 20000 - Day 2
DOL week lO - Day l
Intro duce untt - Relattonshtpos: Portratts From Lltfe
Asstgnment: Read UAunt zurletha" pages 29B-B02
Wrtte oute 1-2 on page BOL
Write a paragraph about a favorite friend or relat1ve.
Friday, January 21, 2000 - Day B
DOL Week lO - Day 2
Discuss UAunt zurletha"
Ltterary terms: Oiaractertzatlon and symbols
~Ionday, January 24, 2000 - Day 4
DOL Week lO - Day B
Introduce ULeCbang's"Million"
Assignment: Read ULeCbang's "Million" pages B04-Bl2
Study guide and vocabulary sheet 21s due tomorrow.
Tuesday, January 25, 2000 - Day 5
DOL week 10 - Day 4
DISCUS$ LeChang's"Mllllon"
Go over vocabulary worksheet
In class quiz over ULeCiiang's "Mllllon"
Asstgnment: Read 'The Cub" pages Bl4-Bl9
Writing optton #l - page Bl9 and vocabulary sheet 12
Wednesday, M:anuary 26, 2000 - Day 6
DOL week lO - Day 6
DISCUSS 'The Cub"
vocabulary and Comprehension qutz over 'The Cub"
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Cycle Sfieet - Mrs Draude and MISS Bicknese
Enqlisfi 9
Friday, January 28, 2000 - DOL Wk. 11 - Day l
Return papers
QUIZ over 'The Cub"
DISCUSS 'Tauqfit Me Purple" and 'The Secret Heart"
Monday, January Bl, 2000 - DOL Wk. 11- Day 2
Model poetic conversations
AssiglUllent: Write a poettc conversatton using tbe pattern. Ibis is due on
Wednesday and your final poem needs to be done on a computer.
Tuesday, February 1, 2000 - DOL Wk. 11 - Day .3
Power Point presentation and crtterta sneet for Relat1onsfiips Portfolio
wrtter's worksnop - work on portfoltos or poe:rn
Assiglllllent: Poem is due tomorrow.
Wednesday, February 2, 2000 - DOL Wk. 11 - Day 4
Collect poetic conversations
Lanquaqe workshop
Paqe .328 - Co:rnbininq Sentences
AssiglUllent: Page 328 - Exercise L Write out tbe sentences.
Thursday, February .3, 2000 - DOL Wk. 11 - Day 5
Record DOL'S
Correct Asstqn:rnent
Introduce Sub Unlt - "Points of Conflict"
Assiglllllent: Read "Annie Jobn" pages 333-338
Write out tbe following from page 339:
FirSt Impressions
Second Tbougbts
Broader Connections
Do tbe -vocabulary actiYify on page 340
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Engllsb 9
Mrs. Draude/Mtss Btcknese
Monday, February 7, 2000 - Day 2
DOL week 12 - Day l
Discuss "i\.nnte Joun"
Dtscuss dlfferent types of conflicts and review parts of a plot
Assiglllllent: Page 342 - Journal Writing Reflection

Tuesday, February 8, 2000 - Day 3
DOL week 12 - Day 2
Torn In journal reflections
Listen to tape of "FlSb EyeS" and follow along in your books
Dtscuss questtons - page 348
Assiglllllent: Test tomorrow over "Annie Jolln," "Fisll Eyes," conflict, plot, and
vocabulary

Wednesday, February 9, 2000 - Day 4
DOL week 12 - Day 3
Test
Asstglllllent: Read 'The llitclllliker" pages 350-360

Thursday, February 10, 2000 - Day 5
DOL week 12 - Day 4
Return test and go over
orally read 'The lutcbbtker"
Asstglllllent: Progress report on "Relattonslltp" portfolio

Friday, February 11, 2000 - Day 6
DOL week 12 - Day 5
Collect DO L's and progress reports on portfolios
Finish orally reading 'The Rttcbbiker"
Lesson over subject/verb agreement page 367

Asstglllllent: Page 368, exercises I and 2
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Cycle. Slle.e.t
Engllsb 9 - Mrs. Draude., ij!SS Bicknase.
Fe.bruary 14, 2000 - De.partrne.nt Day
Rappy Yale.ntine.·s DayI
Ele.anor Roosevelt wrote, "Many pe.ople. wtll walk in and out of your Ufe.,
But only true. frie.ndS wtll le.ave. footprints tn your
Ile.art."
Tuesday, February 15, 2000 - Day 2
Cycle Sile.et - DOL Wk. 13, Day l
Write.r's worksbop - Portfollos
We.dne.sday, Fe.bruary 16, 2000 - Day 3
DOL Wk. lB, Day 2
Subje.ct/Ye.rb Agre.e.me.nt page.s 367-369
Assignment: Page.s 368, Exe.rcise.s 1and 2
Re.ad 'Tbank You, ffam" pages 373-377
Portfollo progre.ss re.port
Tbursday, February 17, 2000 - Day 4
DOL Wk. 13 Day 3
Mid-Quarter Re.ports
Colle.ct portfollo progre.ss re.ports
Corre.ct page 368, e.xe.rctse.s 1and 2
DISCUSS 'Tbank You, M'am"
Assignment: Re.ad "A Ce.le.bratton of Grandfatbe.rs" page.s 379-383
Write. out Re.sponding to Re.ading on page 314
work on your portfolios. Tbe.y are due. on Wednesday, February 23.
Tbe.re. ts no scbool on Frtday or Monday.
rue.sday, Fe.bruary 22, 2000 - Day 5
DOL Wk. 13, Day 4
DISCUSS "A Ce.le.bratton of Grandfatbe.rs"
Assignment: work on portfollos. Tbe.y are due. tomorrow.
We.dne.sday, Fe.bruary 23, 2000 - Day 6
DOL Wk. 13, Day 5
Re.cord DOL'S
Turn tn portfouos
Pronouns - page.s 400 and 401
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Reflection Questions
Bittersweet nemories

Wllat can cause more regret later tn ltfe-tlltngs tllat you !lave done or
tlltngs tllat you !lave not done? Wlly?
2. Descrtbe a generous person wlloro you know. In wllat ways ts tlle
person generous? Gtve spectftc examples.
B. Wllo are tlle btg wlleels tn your ltfe? Wllat do you tlltnk of tllero? Are
you one of tllero? Do tlley get spectal attention and spectal
constderation? Are you envtous of tllero? Do you !lave strong postttve
or negattve feeltngs about tllero? organtze your tllougllts and feeltngs
and wrtte a reflection called "Btg Wlleels."

1.

Points of Confltct
1. Stbling rtvalry is an experience roost families face. Depending on tlle
family, it can be a minor or a major problem. Descrtbe a rtvalry tllat
you know about nrstlland. use dtalogue to add dramatic puncll.
2. Tlle tttle of your reflection sllOuld be ·1 Family Tllat Prays Togetller
Stays Togetller." Tell roe wlletller it is true or not as far as your
experience ts concerned. use your own experience as your guide.
B. If you were qtven tlle opportunity to stt down at a negotiating table
wttll tlle world's leaders, wllat advtce would you qtve tllero?
4. Descrtbe a time wllen you wanted tlle ground to open and let you - or
someone else - disappear.
5. Tlle poet W.IL Aden called tlle age we·re 11Ying in "tlle Age of Anxiety."
would you agree? Is tllere a lot of anxiety tn your life? Wllat speciftc
anxteties do you face and wllat ts tlleir effect upon you?
Commanding Respect
1. Do really close friends or family members need to tllank eacll otller?
Explatn
2. Wllen rotgllt you feel gratttude to someone for doing or saytng
soroetlltng tllat caused you patn or dtscorofort?
Descrtbe a time wllen an older person told you about tlle past. Descrtbe tlle
memory and !low tlle memory affected you?
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POETIC CONVERSATIONS-PART B
Student guidelines and sample poems
Suppose I had a strong disagreement with my daughter over withdrawing six hundred dollars from her college savings account in order
to purchase a new stereo. Using the Wonderings pattern, I might try to
think of things I do not understand about the situation that I could
communicate to her.
Sample poem: I DO NOT UNDERSTAND (Father to daughter)

... costing me
thousands of

I haven't even
earned yet ...

I do not understand
why your thi-ee-year-old stereo isn't good enough
why you think college is going to be inexpensive
why you don't play the music softer anyway
But most of all I do not understand
why this supposedly conserving,
ecology-minded generation
must purchase only the finest of audio equipment
more suited to a recording studio than a home
(I've heard your music a block away on a clear day)
What I do understand is that your education is costing me '
thousands of dollars I haven't even earned yet
an education that will out last the finest stereo
an education that you could help pay for . .
My daughter might reply like this:
Sample poem: I DO NOT UNDERSTAND (Daughter to father)

... what I
understand

I do not understand
why adults always think the music is too loud
why parents forever worry about money
why college is so important anyway
But most of all I do not understand
why a modestly priced stereo
seems to mean the end of my education
and perhaps the entire worlci
(surely there are part-time jobs
and scl:tolarships available)
What I understand most is music
music that broadens my feelings
music that combines with words to help me see the world
music that is more than noise, as some claim,
music which flows through my life lilse a spring breeze.
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POETIC CONVERSATIONS-PART B
Student guidelines and sample poems

Suppose I had a strong disagreement with my daughter over withdrawing six hundred dollars from her college savings account in order
to purchase a new stereo. Using the Wanderings pattern, I might try to
think of things I do not understand about the situation that I could
communicate to her.
Sample poem: I DO NOT UNDERSTAND (Father to daughter)

... costing me
thousands of

.
')J;
!"''•'~-· 1·"'

I haven't even
earned yet ...

I do not understand
why your three-year-old stereo isn't good enough
why you think college is going to be inexpensive
why you don't play the music softer anyway
But most of all I do not understand
why this supposedly conserving,
ecology-minded generation
must purchase only the finest of audio equipment
more suited to a recording studio than a home
(I've heard your music a block away on a clear day)
What I do understand is that your education is costing me
thousands of dollars I haven't even earned yet
an education that will out last the finest stereo
an education that you could help pay for. My daughter might reply like this:
Sample poem: I DO NOT UNDERSTAND (Daughter to fa ther)

... what I
understand
most is

I do not understand
why adults always think the music is too loud
why parents forever worry about money
why college is so important anyway
But most of all I do not understand
why a modestly priced stereo
seems to mean the end of my education
and perhaps the entire world
(surely there are part-time jobs
and sd:tolarships available)
What I understand most is music
music that broadens my feelings
music that combines with words to help me see the world
music that is more than noise, as some claim,
music which flows through my life like a spring breeze,
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. , V'EVICATION PAGE "
I dedicat:e, ~ 'R,iut;t:~ PovtfoU&to- L ~ M.

w~~momt.
My

WLOW11

.

w ctlwo.,y.\-' the-ve- ro--g,we- adN~ a,rui, heqJ

out. 5he,ctlw£½1.\-'k-now.\-'Whct:tto-do:

me,

We,hw,,e,~OUV

bitte-n-weet" me,m,GYU¼' CU'Ui,owr ~ She-put: me, 01'\,

thw worl,d,(M'\a,' ~ bee-vvevpeu"t of olL ~ ~~
5he,~'heq>ed,~e,~ M~ofcilk I veff)ed"~
mo-mt~ m.<,tUv. She, w wond,e,rfuL.
~y: Moi½' We»cl,,
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ews Article

Page I of 1

Two-year-old drowns in a swimming pool
Times Staff A 2 IU 2-year old toddler was pronounced dead on arrival at Washington
Regional Medical Center Saturday after be reportedly drowned in an underground
swimming pool.
'
The Washington County Sheriff's Office received an emergency phone call from a
residence at 4884 Wolfdale Rd. immediately outside ofFarmington city limtts, according
to a news release. The call was in reference to a possible drowning, the release stated.
Both the Farmington Fire Department and Central EMS reportedly responded to the call.
According to the release. the unconscious boy was pulled from an underground pool by
an older si ter. Family members and first responders reportedly attempted to resuscitate
the bo) unhl the EMS unit amved at the scene. The boy was pronounced dead on arrival
at the hospital.
Authorities do not know how long the boy was submerged in the pool but arc till
investigating the drowning.
Copyr~ 199 7, N ~ A ~ TwtUW-

Let me try to explain this story for you. This story is about my
extended step family. The little boy, C.J. Wessel, was my step brother.
The older sister, Jessica Wessel, is my half sister. Jessica lives in
Alabama with my dad. She goes to Arkansas every summer to spend time
with her mother and other siblings. That summer was just like the rest at
first. However this time, she didn't know she would find her brother dead
in the family pool.
You may think, how is this bittersweet? So far all you've read is the
bitter. But actually, the sweet is that my sister got to visit her family for a
whole summer. She doesn't get to see them much and feels like she misses
out on parts of their lives. When she does get to see them, she makes
wonderful memories with them. When she looks back on that summer,
she will most likely cry for the loss of her brother and the sadness it
brought to their family, but will also cherish the good times she had being
a part of their lives.

10
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*

The news article and description about t he death of my step brother is a
bittersweet memory for my sister. Obviously, it is bitter because of the
death of a child, Jessica's brother. It is sweet because of all the great
memories and fun t imes Jessica had with her brother and family in
Arkansas. I chose this article as an example of bittersweet memories
because it is the most meaningful eplanation of bittersweet that I could
find. It really hits home for me every time I hear or read about the death
of a young child.

*

\\
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41

It

For my bittersweet memories, you have most likely noticed that t his is
the fourth example. The reason I did this is because I thought of four
examples that would be very meaningful to me and I think they all deserve a
spot in my portfolio.
·
This collage shows pictures of my friends and I having the times of our
lives. However, it 's a bittersweet memory because those times are gone
now. I chose to do this collage because those times were wonderful , but my
friends and I have moved on, gone to different schools, and have different
and new friends. We have grown up and we have grown apart. We' II each
make our own new memories, but will always have these pictures to look back
on and remember.

•

*

*

•
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A Fqvotite Re/qtive
By Shannon Cassel

My favorite relative was my cousin Steve who c:\ied when he was
only twenty. I W<lS in the fourth gtqqe. Steve was my favorite relative for
many reasons. He was always smiling ancl positive no matter what the
situation was. He acceptecl everyone for who they were ancl always
brought out the best in people.
He was alW<lys volunteering ancl helping people out. He was
involvecl in things such as Big Brother/Little Brother. Steve was a big help
to his mother (my aunt) who has severe arthritis. He was like her right
hancl. On~ time when Steve was about five years olcl, my parents were up
in Michigan visiting his family. There hacl just been a big snowfall ancl
Steve ancl his little brother Mark (about three yeqrs olcl) clecidecl to do
something to help my parents out. They went into the gatqge ancl founcl
two met<ll shovels to scrape the snow offthe hood of my parents' Qt.
Well they got the snow off. Unfortunately, some of the paint Qme off
the Qr with the snow.
Steve W<lS an awesome role model in every way (athletics,
aQdemics, motqls, ancl faith). It W<lS extremely hard on everyone when we
lost Steve. Everyone who ever knew him likecl him ancl he was my c:lad's
godson. I still remember him today ancl the life lessons that he taught
everyone. I will never forget Steve or the things he stood for:

A Favorite Relative
I wrote this journal for my portfolio for a couple of reasons.
Steve was only here on Earth for twenty years, but he taught me so
much about life. This is a bittersweet memory because he was such
an awesome person and now he is gone.
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This is a good example of a bittersweet memory because this
was the last Peanuts comic and Charles Schulz died the night
before it went in the newspaper. This comic made people laugh
for such a long time that it is sad to think that it is over.
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''The Age ofAnxiety''
· •·

A Points ofCon.Diet Re.iection
By Shannon Cassel

The poet W. H . Aden called the age we're living in "the A'l/! of Anxiety". I
believe that this is true in so many ways. Remember bow your grandparents used to
tell you stories about "the good old days"? Well, I think they were right. Our lives
today are so full, so hectic, and so complicated that half the time I just want to sit
down and think for a while.

'

''

I don't mean to sound pessimistic but our world just moves too fast. I have so
much going on in my life that some days I get up in the morning at 5:30 and don't go
to bed until midnight. I know that it is my fault that my life is busy but the problem
is ... I love everything that I do! The main anxieties in my life are maintaining straight
~ . running (sometimes twice a day), band, taking care of my dog (she has

epilepsy), youth group, and everyday chores. All of these things combined with a
social life and just being able to sleep in some weekends, add up to a pretty busy
schedule. The main way that these anxieties affect my life is a lack of sleep. I often
feel burned out, and this year I have been sick more that usual (which I am pretty
sure has been partly caused by my body being exhausted). Although all my activities
can cause some stress, I would never want to give up any of them. Unfortunately,
because of my ambitions to become a doctor, I need to drop band next year so that I

will have room in my schedule to take all the biology courses available. I am not
happy about dropping band, but hopefully this change will help to ease my hectic life
a little.
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Overall I think: America needs to take more time to stop and smell the roses. I
once heard it said that today we are building higher buildings but have shorter
tempers. I also believe that many people forget to keep God as number one in their
lives. This is a difficult but important thing to remember. We need God to help keep
balance in our lives. As for me .. .I think: today I'm going to stop and smell the roses!

''

.-
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" I Do Not Understand-Coach to Athlete
By Shannon Cassel

I do not understand
Why you just cannot seem to focus some days
Why you never seem to listen
Why your motivation comes and goes day by day
But most of all I do not understand
Why you do not always strive for the best even though you know
how hard you have to work to be the best
What I do understand
Is that you have very busy lives
Is that you care about having fun and winning
Is that you can only be the best that you want to be.

"» ' .

t

>
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I Do Not Understand-Athlete to Coach

' '~

By Shannon Cassel

,.,

' ,_
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I do not understand
Why you push us so hard
Why you want to win more than anyone I know
Why you act like my parent and my best friend at the same time
But most of all I do not understand
Why sometimes our best is not good enough even when we have
run a dozen sprints
What I do understand
Is that you put a lot of time and effort into helping us
Is that you must know what you are talking about because you've
"been there ... done that•
Is that you really do care about us .
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l c.hoose. thi& pic.ture for a rea&on. \t eY.prHse.f> how at a 'fOung
age, 'lie c.an find a c.ont\ic.t 'llith jut>t about an.,thing. It 'Ila& m1 fir&t
birtbda'f and m1 parent& had given me a c.upt.a~e. We\\, l immediate\'f ripped it apart. We\\, it didn't ma~e me too happ'f and began to
tbro'II a fit. Yet, at being r,o 1oun9, l didn't rea\it.e that l brought
thi, on m'ft»e\f. l had c.reated a c.ont\ic.t "'ith a c.upc.a~e..
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Conflicts between man and nature.
Conflicts between animals.
Conflicts in sports.
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Commandin;r Respect
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Saying Thank You
A Commanding Respect Reflection
By Shannon Cassel
Most people underestimate the power of two small words- thank you.
These small but meaningful words can soy so much to a person. When you say
•thank you• you are acknowledging that someone has helped you in one way or
another. Everyone needs to be thanked once in a while. Just as Jesus told us
to be servants to others, we also need to show gratitude when someone has
served us in one way or another. Saying thank you is also a form of respect
because you are showing that you approve and commend their actions.
Often times, people do not realize that they should thank everyone,
even close friends or family members, for what they have done or sacrificed
to better the lives of those around them. About five years ago, my cousin
Steve died. This was (l tragic and unexpected blow to everyone who knew
him. This event changed my life in so many ways. It made me appreciate life
and it also made me realize that we do not know when our life or someone
else's will come to an end. Ever since I realized this, I have tried very hard
to tell people "thank you" and "I love you" as often as possible. Just think

how it would brighten your mother's day if you told her, •Thanks for making
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dinner!• every once in a while. Some people assume moms make dinner and do
other things like that because they are supposed to. They are wrong. Your
mother does what she does out of the goodness of her heart and her love
for you. You should always be grateful for anything anyone does for you
because you never know when you will see him or her again.
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Madame Curie: Superman
can thank this Oberwoman
for his X-ray vision. Whan the
elknaie- science ctlque of the
oo.rty 1900s refused to let het

in, she started her own field:

0
Rosa Parka: Found a bus seat and
re~sed to get up. Was she just tired?
That's not the point. Her bold mo\le in

radiology. One-two punch:
Curie won two Nobel pnzes,

one each in physics and
chemistry.

Alabama rocl<ed the country and
changed history. Her efforts helped
abolish segregated seating.

"My plan was to sit around and do nothing," said Payton
(bidding farewell to Chicago fans in 1987) of his retirement.

21
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Respect Drawing
I included this drawing I made in this section because I feel that it is extremely important to appreciate and
honor those that died to preserve our nation. They deserve our respect for all their courage and
perseverance. We should always be grateful to them.
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TIME
LINE

35
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1'
"Me wrapped up in
myblankie"
Born: June 4. 1985

*

*
• r .!t,- · =-

"Me and my Harleymy I st motorcyle ride"
August 7. I 990

•·---

I

~

·•

"Me and my clown
cake-my I st birthday"
June4. 1986

•My 3rd and final
debut as a tap dancer''
June 6, 1991

@

~

@
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@

/\
"Mc and
1st communion"

J~kielt-

•

\,fay 12, 1993

"Me practicing a dance
for Miss Pre-Teen"
~

June 13,

'i

@)

*

''M e and my friends
•
in front of
'":~oop1 Goldberg's Las Vegas house"
v,arch I. 1994

31
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@

1
'

and my cheerleading

squad at nationals"

•

February 27, 1998

. .,_,_. . .-•. .1-~,'W. -~ . ,.~.:. -~~"Me and my I st place
volleyball tean1-champs"
May 11 , 1998

~

"Me and i lconfinnallon
sponsor-Aunt Lori"
~fay 8. 1999

~
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~

Me at my I st major league
baseball game--Cubs"
August 6, 1999

A

I
"Me and my fiiends all dressed" '
up for 8th grade graduation"
May 25, 1999

•

.

"Me before my I st
Amtrak train ride"
Uglis! 5, )999

~

"My I st place finish
at a gymnastics meet"
October 17. i 999

"'
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
VITAL STATISTICS
NAME: Molly Lynn Oare Wessel
PHONE: 391-7002
AGE: 14
GRADE SCHOOL: John F. Kennedy
HEIGI IT: 5'4"
EYE COLOR: Hazel
PARENTS NAMES: Jon /Linda

ADDRESS: Davenport, IA
SEX: Female
DATE OF BIRTH: 6-4-85
G.P.A.: over 4.0
WEIGHT: 104 lbs
HAIR COLOR: Brown
BIRT! lPLACE: St. Lukes

Molly Wessel is a pretty normal teenager. She likes to shop, talk on the phone,
play on the computer, do things '"';th her friends, and practice "driving"! Molly
enjoys cheerleading and gymnastics. Her greatest accomplishment was being
nominated for Gymnast of the Year in Iowa. Although, she did not v-.'lll, it was
an honor to even be considered.
Molly's parents were divorced when she was two years old. Her father had to
move to Alabama (because of a job transfer) and she stayed in Davenport to be
raised by her mother. Molly has a stepsister who also lives in Alabama. In her
life as a catholic, so far she has received four sacraments.
Molly is now a 14 year old freshman at Assumption High School and is doing
exceptionally well and is having a lot of fun.

LJO
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Appendix J
Student Comments on Portfolio Unit
Advantages
Time Management Skills
It made me fine-tune my time management and organization skills.

Students Taking Ownership of Their Own Learning
I learned how to reflect on certain topics. The reflection questions helped out a lot. I
learned how to scan pictures and how to use Page Maker. I learned computers aren't as
scary as I thought.
At the beginning of the project, I was a little intimidated because I wasn't quite sure what
was going on. Once I discovered there were examples to look at, I was okay.
Mrs. Draude helped to learn to do the coolest stuff on the computer, and I was about to
figure out how to do some of the same things at home.
This project had to be one of the hardest projects I've ever done. I liked the challenge
and pushing myself.
I thought the way you taught it was perfect. You gave us ideas, but you didn't give it
away.
I learned more about myself and what I have accomplished. I feel I became a better
writer. I liked the way we had a lot of freedom and ways to do this project.
This was a good project. It allowed me to reflect back on my past, but it was also very
challenging.
Peer Evaluations and Assessment Tools
I really enjoyed reading other people's work. I liked seeing what they wrote and what
they felt was important to them.
I think having assessment tools was a good idea because they challenged me to do the
best I could.
It was fun to share with each other.

Grading myself helped me because it made me work harder.
I learned a lot about myself and found the portfolios challenging. It was hard to grade
myself, but self-evaluation was good because it made me think.
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Making Connections
From doing this project, I found out how I actually felt about the people around me. I
found out that I had changed through the years. I liked the opportunity to use the
creativity I have. I got to use my talents in writing poetry and my talents in drawing.
I learned that expressing yourself is not as hard as everyone says.
I think tests are a drag compared to the neat projects we do in English class.
All in aJI, I thought it was a pretty good project. It helped me improve my HORRIBLE,
HORRIBLE, HORRIBLE grammar and usage.
This project made me think out of the box. It made me take a subject and relate it to other
things. It was a self-esteem booster because it gave us an opportunity to talk and write
about our accomplishments.
I liked digging up old pictures. It showed me how much things have changed.
The best thing I liked in this project is I got to draw in English class finally!

Caveats
I feel uncomfortable grading my own work.
The only thing I would do differently would be looking at the projects instead of just
reading progress reports. I know that even I fibbed a little on mine.
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July 1.2, 2000

Dear Kyle.,
rro doing a graduate. research proJe.ct tttle.d: Portfolios ls lJJ. llt0.I1J.attve. Assess.111ent. The.
portfolio you pre.pared ln the 1lll.1t over relattonsblps laSt sprtng was ex8.lllplary, I wolild lite to
use. excerpts frolll your portfolios as exaroples of a student's wort Please stg11. below tb.at you
agree to let roe 1ISe your portfollo.
carlll111.e Draude has our perllllsston. to use excerpts froJll Illy relattonsblp portfolio to use ln her
research project.

!ri.,l£Jlu#

~

In tb.e event tb.lS research project wolild be publlSb.ed.

use exaroples of roy wort

rytl!JJ M

Carlllln.e Draude has lllY perllllsston. to
·

~
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J!rly 12, 2000

Dear>Iolly,
rm <Iolng a grad11ate researcb project titled: Portfolios !S In !Jternattve Assessment. The
portfollo you prepared In tbe unit over relattonsblps Iast spru1g was exeJ11plary, I wollld Ifr.e to
nse excerpts from your portfollos as exaJ11ples of a stlldent's wort. Please sign below tnat you
agree to let me use your portfollo.
CarJJJ.llle Dra11de nas our perJlltsston to nse excerpts from my relattonsblp portfolio to nse In ber
researcn project.

71'.1/fi,,d tu!o~

Student signe

In tbe event tbls researcb proJect wollld be publlsbe<l,

nse e:xaroples of .roy wort

~m·da_ TO -I A ~
Pent Signature
CarJlltne.Draude bas my perJlltsston to
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J!Ily 12, 2000

»earsmnon.

nu. dotng a graduate researc:n proJoct tltle.d:_Portfoltos Is !n. lltern.attw lsse.ssme.nt ne.

portfolto you prepared tn t:ne. IIIl1t over relattons.hlps la.St sprtng was e.x8.lllplary, I wo1Ild ltte to
use e.xce.rpts from you portfoltos as e.xamples of a stu.de.nt's wort Please. sign be.low 'fiat you
agree to let me use your portfolto.
carme. Draude iaS our perllllsston to use e.xce.rpts frolll my relattollSb.tp portfolto to use tn her
research proJe.ct.

~c04-~

Parent Signature

Ill the eve.nt tMS research project wo1Ild be pultsked, CarJJlllle. Dra11de has lily perllllSSlOll to
use e.xample.s of my work.

